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Fisher Price Little People Let's Imagine At The Zoo: Over 50
Fun Flaps To Lift!
Join the Little People as they visit the zoo and see an amazing assortment of animals in this
updated, bestselling lift-the-flap board book featuring brand new art! From a polar bear and her
baby to a jumping kangaroo to mischievous monkeys to lounging lions and so much more, there are
amazing animals everywhere Sofie, Koby and their friends look when they pay a visit to the zoo.
Brand new bright and cheery illustrations, more than fifty flaps to lift that introduce
surprises, and early learning concepts including action words, make Fisher-Price Little People:
Welcome to the Zoo! a book to turn to again and again.
In this Inside/Outside book, favorite Little People characters show kids what’s inside a variety
of animal environments. With die-cut pages and lot of words brought to life, it’s perfect for
young minds. What’s inside? This unique Look-Inside book helps kids find out. Our Animal
Friends, the newest book in the series, takes kids on a fantastic journey to eight different
“animal environments.” Eddie, Maggie, and friends visit the rainforest, the desert, the arctic,
and more in this wonderfully inviting book. Busy scenes and hundreds of objects (with labels)
make this book a great interactive vocabulary-builder.
Explore on the farm in both English and Spanish with over 50 fun flaps and Fisher Price's Little
People in Let's Imagine on the Farm / Imaginemos la Granja. Explora la granja en ingles y
espanol con mas de 50 aletas divertidas y Fisher Price's Little People en Let's Imagine on the
Farm / Imaginemos la Granja.
This new title in the wildly popular Fisher-Price Little People Lift-the-Flap book series
features jobs people do. Firefighters, police officers, doctors, and teachers—these are the
important jobs that people do every day. Join Eddie and his friends as they learn what each job
entails. Busy scenes, lots of word labels, and more than 40 surprise flaps will keep kids coming
back again and again.
This book features favorite Little People characters enjoying the day with healthy and fun
activities. With 40 flaps for little hands to open, each spread teaches new words including
healthy foods and action verbs. It’s time to get moving with the Little People! Whether it’s
tumbling in gym class, sledding in the winter, or dancing inside on a rainy day Eddie, Sarah
Lynn, and all their friends know that it’s healthy and fun to find ways to Get up ‘n’ Go! Every
page features lots of labels, healthy foods to find, and exciting flaps that will keep toddlers
coming back to visit again and again.
Fisher-Price Our Animal Friends
Fisher-Price Little People: Let's Imagine at the Zoo
Fisher-Price Little People: On the Farm
Fisher-Price Little People: Halloween is Here!
With Safety Rules

A lift-the-flap book--in a fun, new trim size--lets readers join Eddie, Sarah Lynn, Michael, Sonya Lee, and Maggie as they
color eggs, march in the Easter parade, and participate in the town's Easter egg hunt.
New look for an old best-selling title! Let’s Go to the Zoo! teaches early-learning concepts in one of toddlers’ favorite
places—the Little People zoo! Packed with flaps, Let’s Go to the Zoo! Brings learning to this favorite Little People
location. Eddie, Sarah Lynn, and all their friends discover colors, animal sounds, counting, and more as they enjoy a trip
to the town zoo. Based on the best-selling Fisher-Price Little People A-Z Learning Zoo playset, this book will be one kids
will want to open again and again.
This Little People® lift the flap book library set is sure to be any toddler’s favorite. With 5 books to enjoy, kids will love
discovering the world of Fisher Price one book at a time. Library set includes Fisher-Price Little People Lift-the-Flap Cars,
Trucks, Planes and Trains, Fisher-Price Little People Farm, Fisher-Price Little People Let's Go to the Zoo!, Fisher Price
Little People Noah and the Animals, and Fisher-Price Little People What Do People Do?
Meet the brand-new Little People characters in this whimsical bilingual flap book about the zoo! Activities on every
spread enforce early learning concepts in English and Spanish! Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious kids with
BIG imaginations and lots of questions. Where does a tiger get his stripes? Why are flamingos pink? Why do hyenas
laugh so much? The answers may surprise you! English/Spanish labels, busy scenes, learning activities, and more than
50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again and again.
Celebrate the magic of Easter with the Little People® friends! With over 55 flaps to lift, Easter Is Here! will be a fast
favorite. Colored eggs, chocolate bunnies, candy-filled baskets…Easter is coming, and Eddie and his friends can’t wait!
Kids will love joining their Little People® friends as they color eggs, march in an Easter parade, and even get a glimpse
into the Easter Bunny’s workshop. With over 45 fun surprise flaps to lift and learning activities throughout, Easter Is
Here! is a holiday favorite.
Let's Meet Farmer Jed
Fisher-Price Little People Let's Visit Farmer Jed Panorama Stickerbook
Fisher-Price Little People Lift the Flap Book Spring is Here!
50 Fun Flaps to Lift!
Fisher-Price Little People: Let's Imagine at School!
Slide six tabs to reveal fun surprises in the die-cut pages of this book about a day on
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the farm with Sofie, Koby, and all the Fisher Price Little People! No day is an ordinary
day when Eddie, Mia, and the rest of the Fisher Price Little People head to the farm!
Slide six tabs to reveal fun surprises in the die-cuts on the pages, and join in the
friends’ fun as they set out to explore and discover some new and amazing things in the
Fisher Price Little People: Hello, Farm sliding tab board book!
KEY SELLING POINTS: * Success of format-our most successful Fisher Price Little People
LIFT THE FLAPS with over 2.1 million sold combined (See back of TI sheet for breakdown) *
Based on the popular Little People A to Z Learning Zoo play set. (Retail $40.00) *
Educational and fun-enforces early learning concepts such as colors, animal sounds,
matching, counting, and action words. * Over 40 fun die-cut flaps to lift! * Rhyming
story will keep kids entertained. * Fisher Price is the #1 infant and preschool brand
chosen by moms * Through the purchase of playsets, over 1 billion individual Little
People figures sold worldwide. Based on the popular Little People A to Z Learning Zoo
play set from Fisher-Price, this newest title in the best-selling lift-the-flap series is
sure to become a hit! It's bright and early at the zoo. The monkey wakes. "Oo-oo-ooo!"
ROARRR!" says the lion. "Baaa," says the sheep. Only the giraffe does not make a peep
Featuring lots of new animals, Let's Go to the Zoo! teaches colors, counting, matching,
and more in an entertaining way. With surprises hidden behind dozens of flaps, kids will
want to visit the Fisher-Price zoo again and again!
Meet the brand-new Little People characters in this whimsical flap book about the zoo!
Activities on every spread enforce early learning concepts. Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and
Sofie are curious kids with BIG imaginations and lots of questions. Where does a tiger
get his stripes? Why are flamingos pink? Why do hyenas laugh so much? The answers may
surprise you! Busy scenes, learning activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep
kids coming back again and again.
Police officer Patrick directs traffic, is on the scene of accidents, gives tickets, and
finds lost pets, in this story that includes real tips for how to stay safe. On board
pages.
Join the Little People characters in this whimsical flap book about different types of
transportation! Activities on every spread enforce early learning concepts. Eddie, Sofie,
Mia, Tessa, and Koby make it fun to learn all about the vehicles found in a neighborhood,
at the airport, in the city, at the train station, and in the harbor. Each location also
features one early-learning concept—-colors, shapes, counting, or matching. Bright,
engaging scenes, fun activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming
back again and again.
Fisher Price Little People To the Rescue!
An English/Spanish Flap Book
Linear Models in Statistics
Fisher-Price Little People: Planes, Cars, Trucks, and Trains
Fisher-Price Little People: Let's Imagine on the Farm
Students visit the nature center, firehouse, aquarium, and dinosaur and science museums on a class trip, during which they
learn about colors, shapes, and patterns. On board pages.
Sure to become a hit with young musicians, this book features popular nursery songs starring kids' favorite Little People
friends. With songs like "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," "Mary Had a Little Lamb," and others, Let's Play Music will
become a book to share with the whole family.
What's inside all the buildings around town? Eddie, Maggie, and friends help kids find out. The Little People ¨ characters
visit five different town locales: the schoolhouse, firehouse, garage, farm, and market. Once they've explored the outside of
each location, kids turn a big flap to reveal what's in side the place being featured. Hundreds of object labels and busy scenes
make this book an interactive vocabulary-builder.
Fisher Price Little People Let's Go to the Farm has over 50 flaps to lift and discover all about the farm.
Multi-layered board book with reading AND play value! Beep, beep goes the school bus as it rolls through town. Where is it
going with Eddie and his friends? Follow it through town to find out! Sure to become an instant toddler favorite.
Fisher Price Little People Let's Imagine on the Farm/ Imaginemos La Granja
Fisher Price Little People School Trip
Over 50 Fun Flaps to Lift!
Fisher-Price Little People: Easter Is Here!
A shaped board book featuring the Fisher-Price Little People teaches kids about what farmers do and includes
healthy eating tips and labeled drawings to reinforce vocabulary.
The star of Deborah Diesen and Dan Hanna's New York Times bestselling series is back to celebrate St. Patrick's
Day. Celebrate St. Patrick's Day with the Pout-Pout Fish in The Pout-Pout Fish: Lucky Leprechaun! Will Mr. Fish
and his friends find their pot of gold?
Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious kids with BIG imaginations and lots of questions. How do pigs
keep cool? Where do horses sleep? Where does milk come from? The answers might surprise you! Busy scenes,
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learning activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again and again.
"Come along to explore the secrets of the zoo in a brand-new way! Eddie, Koby, Tessa, Mia, and Sofie are curious
kids with lots of questions and big imaginations to match. What games do monkeys play? Why are flamingoes
pink? How do polar bears keep warm? The answers may surprise you! Bright engaging scenes, fun activities, and
more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again and again."--Back cover.
Have fun with the Fisher Price Little People and learn counting and colors in Let's Imagine at School!
Fisher-Price Little People: Let's Go to the Farm
Fisher Price Little People Let's Imagine at School
Let's Meet Zoo Keeper Mack
FIsher-Price Little People What Do People Do?
Fisher-Price Little People: Let's Imagine at the Zoo/Imaginemos el Zoológico
Halloween is full of fun and surprises when there are more than 40 flaps to open. Interactive activities
throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more! Halloween is full of fun and
surprises when there are more than 40 flaps to open! Come along with Eddie and his friends as they make
Jack-o-lanterns, march in a costume parade, and trick-or-treat under a spooky full moon. Who is dressed
as a princess? Who is hiding in the jack-o-lantern? Kids lift the flaps to discover the answer.
Interactive activities throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more!
The essential introduction to the theory and application of linear models—now in a valuable new edition
Since most advanced statistical tools are generalizations of the linear model, it is neces-sary to first
master the linear model in order to move forward to more advanced concepts. The linear model remains the
main tool of the applied statistician and is central to the training of any statistician regardless of
whether the focus is applied or theoretical. This completely revised and updated new edition
successfully develops the basic theory of linear models for regression, analysis of variance, analysis
of covariance, and linear mixed models. Recent advances in the methodology related to linear mixed
models, generalized linear models, and the Bayesian linear model are also addressed. Linear Models in
Statistics, Second Edition includes full coverage of advanced topics, such as mixed and generalized
linear models, Bayesian linear models, two-way models with empty cells, geometry of least squares,
vector-matrix calculus, simultaneous inference, and logistic and nonlinear regression. Algebraic,
geometrical, frequentist, and Bayesian approaches to both the inference of linear models and the
analysis of variance are also illustrated. Through the expansion of relevant material and the inclusion
of the latest technological developments in the field, this book provides readers with the theoretical
foundation to correctly interpret computer software output as well as effectively use, customize, and
understand linear models. This modern Second Edition features: New chapters on Bayesian linear models as
well as random and mixed linear models Expanded discussion of two-way models with empty cells Additional
sections on the geometry of least squares Updated coverage of simultaneous inference The book is
complemented with easy-to-read proofs, real data sets, and an extensive bibliography. A thorough review
of the requisite matrix algebra has been addedfor transitional purposes, and numerous theoretical and
applied problems have been incorporated with selected answers provided at the end of the book. A related
Web site includes additional data sets and SAS® code for all numerical examples. Linear Model in
Statistics, Second Edition is a must-have book for courses in statistics, biostatistics, and mathematics
at the upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. It is also an invaluable reference for researchers who
need to gain a better understanding of regression and analysis of variance.
Favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in and around the classroom
through a charming book featuring lots of flaps for little hands to open. This Little People® flap book
is sure to be any toddler’s favorite. Eddie, Sonya Lee, and their friends all enjoy a typical day at
preschool in this big book packed with flaps for little hands to open! Whether exploring the classroom,
putting on a play, or enjoying the playground, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there
is to be had in and around the classroom.
Join the Little People friends in this whimsical flap book about school! Activities on every spread
enforce early learning concepts. Come explore the Little People school in a brand-new way! Eddie, Sofie,
Mia, Tessa, and Koby are little kids with BIG imaginations and lots of questions. Who is the teacher?
What does the class pet eat? What is in the playground? The answers might surprise you! Bright, engaging
scenes, fun activities, and more than 50 surprise flaps will keep kids coming back again and again.
Readers can lift the flap to find indicated colors, animals, and actions as children garden and play
outside in the spring. On board pages.
Fisher-Price Little People: Welcome to the Zoo!
Fisher Price Little People Welcome To Our Town Big Flap Book
Fisher-Price Little People: Christmastime Is Here!
Fisher-Price Little People Let's Go to School
Lift-the-Flap

This book features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With lots of flaps for little
hands to open, each spread teaches colors, shapes, counting and opposites, with the opportunity to learn over 45 words. This
Little People flap book is sure to be a hit with kids! Eddie, Sonya Lee, and their friends spend the day at a farm, and toddlers
can explore right alongside them. Whether visiting the barn, playing with the animals or "working" at the farm stand,
favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in this environment. On each spread, simple concepts are
taught, including colors, shapes, counting and opposites.
Fisher-Price Little People Let's Go to SchoolReader's Digest
It's time to have fun with all the Little People! Every page in this adorable lift-the-flap board book series features lots of
labels, activities that encourage interaction, and exciting flaps that will keep toddlers coming back to visit again and again!
Celebrate the holiday season with the Little People characters! All the magic of Christmas and over 65 surprise flaps make
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this an annual holiday favorite! It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas and the Little People friends can’t wait to
celebrate! Join Eddie, Koby, Mia, and their friends as they enjoy an afternoon in the snow, bake yummy Christmas goodies,
and even visit Santa’s Workshop! Busy scenes, fun activities, and more than 40 surprise flaps make this a holiday classic kids
want to read again and again!
This book features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With more than 50 flaps for
little hands to open, this book includes activities that reinforce early learning concepts like counting, colors, shapes, and
more! This Little People flap book is sure to be a hit with kids! Eddie, Sofie, Mia, Tessa, and Koby spend the day at a farm,
and toddlers can explore right alongside them. Whether visiting the barn, playing with the animals or helping at the farm
stand, favorite Little People characters show all the fun there is to be had in this environment. Throughout, simple concepts
are taught, including colors, shapes, and counting.
Let's Play Music
Fisher Price Little People: Hello, Farm!
Fisher-Price Little People Let's Go to the Zoo!
Pout-Pout Fish: Lucky Leprechaun
Fisher-Price Let's Get Moving!
Classic Fisher-Price Little People® fun in a timeless 8 x 8 format! It’s the first day of school
and the Little People® friends, Eddie and Sarah Lynn, can hardly wait to start their day. What
fun does the teacher have in store? Find out in Who's New at School!
A shaped board book featuring the Fisher-Price Little People teaches kids about a zookeeper's
responsibilities and includes fun animal facts and labeled drawings to reinforce vocabulary.
Originally published as Sam’s Speedy Truck, this best-selling multi-layered board book has
been brought back with all-new art and story updates perfect for today’s toddler. Ring! Ring!
The fire bell sounds and Firefighter George jumps into his speedy fire truck to find the fire and
put it out. Chunky pages form a busy, multi-layered scene of a firehouse and neighborhood.
Sure to become an instant toddler favorite.
Join the Fisher-Price Little People as they visit the farm and learn about shapes, colors,
animals and more in this interactive board book with more than 50 flaps to lift! This book
features favorite Little People characters discovering all the fun to be had on a farm. With
more than 50 flaps for little hands to open, this book includes activities that reinforce early
learning concepts like counting, colors, shapes, and more!
Fisher-Price Little People, a fun farm theme, and dozens of stickers to use on a huge fold out
scene all make for an irresistible title. Preschoolers love Little People, and they love stickers.
This book is literally packed with both!Let’s Visit Farmer Jedbrings readers along for a trip to
learn all about the animals, tools, and the fruits and vegetables that Farmer Jed has on his
farm. Included are over 50 reusable stickers of equipment, crops, animals, and kids’ favorite
Little People characters like Eddie and Sonya Lee. In the back of the book is the huge fold-out
panoramic scene, which is a friendly and colorful look both inside and outside of the farmer’s
big red barn. This little book will lead to hours of interactive fun.
Fisher-Price Little People Farm
Fisher-Price Little People Lift the Flap Library 2
Fisher Price Little People Halloween is Here!
Fisher Price Let's Meet Police Officer Patrick
Let's Go on a Class Trip
Join the Fisher-Price Little People for a Halloween that is full of fun and surprises in this board book
with more than 40 flaps to open! Halloween is full of fun and surprises when there are more than 40
flaps to open! Come along with Eddie and his friends as they make Jack-o-lanterns, march in a
costume parade, and trick-or-treat under a spooky full moon. Who is dressed as a princess? Who is
hiding in the jack-o-lantern? Kids lift the flaps to discover the answer. Interactive activities
throughout enforce early learning concepts—colors, counting, and more!
Fisher Price Little People Let's Go to the Farm
Let's Go to the Farm
Let's Imagine at the Zoo
Easter Is Here!
Fisher-Price Little People Who's New at School?
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